
By Eric Dickson

The market has been throwing us some Barry Tizo curve balls lately, when what we’re looking for is
some Roger Clemens fastballs that we can knock out of the park.

But as summer comes to an end and the kids go back to school, investor and traders alike get back to
the full business cycle.

With some troubling trends of lately, like the subprime market’s fizzle and fuzz, investors need to
have some resistant investments that can flourish in times of market volatility.  

That is why this month Tim will be focusing on a stock that is in the Basic Materials sector.  Tim’s
pick, in our estimates, has the ability to ride out this storm, if not build some momentum from it as their
business picks up globally.

With a growing majority of their business in the Middle East, particularly in Iraq, the demand for their
services is growing rapidly, making them a serious contender for continued upside price movement.

I on the other hand have found a stock in the Technology sector that could make a grown man 
blush.  Their revenue and earnings growth are in the triple and
quadruple digits, and their share price has amassed over 220% 
year over year as a result of their tremendous growth. 

Breaking through their 52-week high recently, this stock is
looking to establish a new support level, but with none in sight, 
we are expecting for this stock to keep on marching higher 
before it settles down.

As far as the Untapped Wealth Monthly Portfolio,
we’ve not escaped the recent turmoil, as some of our positions 
have declined as a result.  Last month our portfolio was up 7.9%,
with advancers leading declines 11/9.

This month, decliners lead advancers 12/11 for a total gain 
of 6.73%. 

Without further delay, the September issue of Untapped
Wealth Monthly.

Have a very profitable month!

Eric Dickson
Editor
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I’m not going to sit here and present you with
some off the wall T-Bill or money market fund
recommendation- that’s not our style here at
Trinity Investment’s Untapped Wealth.  
What we do here at UW is we find those under
exploited resources that you could profit from 
in the near and future.

For the month of September, I have 
found one of the “credit crunch bunker-busters”
and by it’s track record, I expect nothing but
profits while the bankers out on the street 
lose their shirts as fast as you can say, “What
credit crunch?”

By Tim Fields

It all started with the housing slowdown,
which consequently resulted in the crash of real
estate prices. This clear and present credit
situation we are in has potentially disastrous
effects. If housing prices fall, with no zero upturn
in value, refinancing goes right out the window.
Resale is something you read about instead of
pursuing (all because debt outweighs value) 
and what we have here is a witch’s 
brew for the end result of foreclosure.

All of the above mentioned has cascaded and
in the end has consequently added up nothing but
losses for the sub-prime lenders, who produced
loans to secondary borrowers supported by
unconfirmed incomes, and a notion that collateral
values would maintain their upward momentum. 

As of recently, politicos and talk show hosts,
like Jim Cramer have appealed to and attempted 
to pressure the Federal Reserve for an explanation
as to how this could’ve slipped through the 
cracks unchecked.  

Fed being the Fed, was, and is, quick to be on
the defensive side and creating a domino effect,
which led to a clear and present response.  This
response meant only one thing; numerous and
more concentrated bank assessments, stiffer
standards imposed upon lenders, biased
categorization of loans. 

In today’s view, let’s just say that a home
owner has fallen on hard times and the loan 
is a couple months behind, while pre-credit crunch
this only meant that banks would keep a watchful
eye on mortgage recipient, it now means the bank
must set aside earnings into a reserve for potential
loan losses.  This tactic is guerrilla warfare on
bank’s earnings and does nothing but scares
lenders into not lending at all. 

This creates the “credit crunch” we are
currently in, and the affects are widespread, 
such as a lower money supply (which causes
recessions).  The credit situation is nothing 
more that a big leach sucking the ever-loving 
life out of the economy, and fast.  This situation
will get a whole lot worse before it gets better.
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Halliburton Company (HAL) $32.60*
provides various products and services to the
energy industry worldwide.  It serves the up
stream oil and gas industry throughout the
lifecycle of the reservoir, from locating
hydrocarbons and managing geological data, 
to drilling and formation evaluation, well
construction and completion, and optimizing
production through the life of the field. 

The company operates in three divisions:
Drilling, Evaluation, and Digital Solutions; Fluid
Systems; and Production Optimization. 

 The Drilling, Evaluation, and
Digital Solutions division offers
processes coupled with software and
hardware solutions to enable visualize 
and simulate well activity, while its
drilling tools, logging, and perforating
technology enables optimal placement 
and production of the well. 

This division comprises Sperry drilling
services, security DBS drill bits, wireline
and perforating services, and landmark 
and project management.  Sperry drilling
services offers directional drilling, 
logging, and measurement-while-drilling,
surface data logging, multilateral systems,
real time optimization, and managed
pressure-drilling solutions for various
reservoir needs. 

Through its security DBS drill bits
product service line, Halliburton supplies
roller cone and fixed cutter rock bits,
coring equipment and services, and down
hole tools. It landmark solutions integrate
exploration, reservoir management,

drilling, production, business-decision
analysis, and data management.

 The Fluid Systems Division
focuses on fluid management and
technologies to assist in the drilling and
construction of oil and gas wells. 

 The Production Optimization
Division tests, measures, and provides
means to manage and improve well
production, immediately after a well 
is drilled or after or as it has been
producing for some time. 

Halliburton Company was founded in 1919
and is headquartered in Houston, Texas with 
an additional headquarter in Dubai, the United
Arab Emirates.

HAL conduct business worldwide in about 
100 countries.  In 2006, based on the location of
services provided and products sold, 32% of the
company’s consolidated revenue was from the
United States and 19% of consolidated revenue
was from Iraq, primarily related to the work for
the United States Government. 

In 2005, 28% of HAL’s consolidated 
revenue was from the United States and 25% 
of their consolidated revenue was from Iraq,
primarily related to work for the United 
States Government. 

In 2004, 27% of the company’s consolidated
revenue was from Iraq and 22% of consolidated
revenue was from the United States. No other
country accounted for more than 10% of 
HAL’s consolidated revenue during these 
periods. 
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Enter Halliburton 

(Continued on next page)
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In The End

One of the biggest things going for HAL
is the fact that their outlook remains strong despite
anything that the market throws at it. The
company’s finances are in order, as well as, other
components that makes this position rock.

Earnings:

 For the quarter ending June 30th, 2007
HAL recorded revenues exceeding $3.7
billion, compared to the quarter the year
prior of $3.1 billion.  As of the latest

report, the company stated that it has
nearly $1.34 billion in cash and
equivalents and long-term debt equaling
$2.7 billion.

 The company’s operating margins is 
at 14.9% and gross margins are 16.8%
with an EPS of 3.315.

 The company’s impressive P/E is currently
at 9.94, which represents a 5.24 deviation
from the industry average.

Fundamentals

The outlook for Halliburton’s business remains
very upbeat and favorable. Global demand for
hydrocarbons continues to grow, and the reservoirs
are becoming more intricate. 

Despite some interference in activity in 
late 2006 and early 2007 because of less than
favorable weather conditions, the company “sees
steady demand for our services in North America.”

Also, the company expects that the energy

services sector in regions outside North America
to grow. That being said, Halliburton has 
been investing and will continue to invest in
infrastructure, capital, and technology primarily 
in the Eastern Hemisphere, constant with the
company’s initiative to grow their operations in
that part of the world. 

The company expects to profit from continued
expansion in the Middle East, North Africa,
offshore West Africa, and Russia.

In the end there are tow logical places
investors could be: in the midst of the credit

crunch losing our shirts, or outside 
the cordon, where it is “business as usual.”

Future Growth and Outlook

In November 2006, KBR, Inc. completed an
initial public offering (IPO), in which it sold
approximately 32 million shares of KBR, Inc.
common stock at $17.00 per share. Halliburton
received proceeds of approximately $508 million

from the IPO.  The company currently holds
approximately 81% interest in KBR, which is
represented by 135.6 million shares of KBR, Inc.
common stock.

Separation of KBR
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Either way,
Halliburton is
where you should
be. Their ability to
persist in tough
market conditions,
coupled with a
growing business
worldwide, 
makes us believe
that this stock is
on the up and up,
with no end 
in sight.

By Eric Dickson

This month we are highlighting a technology
stock that is both promising on a fundamental
level, and innovative as a business leader.

What we are realizing is a technological
revolution that is changing the world we live in.
Personal entertainment is now the paramount
concern for companies who cater to a new
generation of tech savvy consumers.

Everything from high definition TV to
miniature media devices, there is a growing 
trend that cannot be ignored by investors.

Which leads us to the question as how to 
best capitalizes on this growing influence?  

This month we believe the answer can be
found in a specialized semiconductor company.

Sigma Designs (NASDAQ: SIGM)
$37.25* develops and markets high performance
and highly integrated system-on-a chip (Soc)
semiconductors in 5 key markets.

  IPTV (video over IP) Set-top Boxes 

  DVD, Blu-ray and HD DVD
Players/Recorders 

  HDTVs 

  Digital Media Adapters 

  Portable Media Players 

Sigma Designs sells its products to 
consumer equipment manufacturers, distributors,
value-added resellers, and corporate customers
through direct sales force and distributors.

(Continued on next page)

A Leader in Innovation

Closing price on 9/4/07
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Just reporting Q2 earnings, the share price 
of SIGM has rallied on the record results, sending their
share price up 17.40% since our initial recommendation.

Net revenues for the quarter were up 18% to
$42.5 million, up 111% from the same quarter last
year.  For the first two quarters of Sigma’s fiscal
2008, net revenue was up 125%.  

This can be attributed to an increased demand
for (Soc) sales to manufacturers of IPTV, Blu-Ray
and HDTV.

Net income (GAAP) was $8.6 million or $0.32
per share, this compares to the $0.1 or $216,000 in
the same quarter last year, which is a 220% growth
in their EPS and a 60% increase from their Q1 EPS.

This was their sixth consecutive quarter of double-
digit growth in revenue and net income, which, as an
investor, is a good indication of a growing trend.

Outlook for the remainder of their fiscal 2008 is an
expected increased demand for their products with over
20% growth in net revenues, as stated by the company.

Financial Statistics: Q2 (Fiscal 2008)

What really drives this company is their ability
to stay ahead of emerging trends, usually making
them the first in the market, resulting in market
share domination.  

According to the company’s website, some of
these examples include:

  DVD decoder with support for DivX™,
DVI and upscaling to HDTV

  MPEG-4.2 HD video decoding

  MPEG-4.10 (H.264) HD video decoding

  WMV9 HD video decoding, WMA
audio decoding

 SMPTE 421M (VC-1) HD video decoding

  Single-chip Microsoft IPTV decoding

  Single-chip Blu-ray and HD DVD decoding

  “Secure Media Processor” architecture

Sigma goes on to say that “these industry
firsts enabled many new consumer
electronics products, such as:”

  Networked DVD players that can
stream content from a PC or the Internet

  Portable Media Players capable of
playing HD content

  Low cost IPTV set-top boxes enabling
Telcos to offer video, voice and data services

  Low cost Digital Media Adapters

that can stream content from a PC 
or the Internet 

  HDTVs and Blu-ray players with
integrated Digital Media Adapter features 

As you can see, Sigma’s core is their
revolutionary technology that enables end users to
enjoy digital media with the highest possible quality
and the benefits of synergy between platforms.

In their IPTV (internet protocol television)
segment, there is an expanding market in 
Europe, Asia and the U.S.  With an estimated 
34 players globally, Sigma currently powers 
14 with a stated goal of 24 by years end. 

Furthermore, analysts estimate that this market
could have 40 million subscribers by the end of 2009,
which should help drive demand for their technology.

Sigma also maintains an estimated 80% market
share in the digital media adapters arena and the
wireless HDTV market.  This has helped drive
their sales growth and improve their bottom line.

In the world of Hi-definition DVD, there 
are around 8 major players dealing with Blu-Ray;
a new revolution in optical disk formatting. Of
those majors, Sigma is currently involved in 
6 Blu-Ray players. Not a bad penetration rate 
in a rapidly growing market.

Technology That Drives Sigma
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This is an innovative company
at the front lines of the technology
revolution. Their products and
technologies are years ahead of
their competition- resulting in
increased demand from consumers
and clients and advanced
opportunities to capture and 
secure market share.

For a mid-cap tech company,
their shares price has seen a nice
elevation, due in part to continued
earnings growth and market
penetration. Their shares price is
up 220% year over year, and 65%
in the last 2 months. From our
initial recommendation, the shares
are trading higher by 17.37%.

We expect more of the same in the future,
being that the shares have broken through to new
all-time highs, we are anticipating this stock
trading up to the $50 range in the short-term, 
and beyond that in the future.  

We are eying a $40 support level, but that has
yet to be determined, as the shares are continuing
to pursue higher plateaus.

(Continued on next page)

One statistic that I’m always interested in, is
the amount of shares that are owned by insiders
and institutions, because the more they own, the
more vested interest they have in the continued
growth of the company.

In Sigma’s case, insiders and institutions 
own 60.14% of the outstanding shares, a good
leading indicator.  

Additionally, their management is pretty
effective, resulting in a return on equity (ROE) 
of 36.61%, the 3rd best industry wide, and a 
return on assets (ROA) of 17.33%.

As far as their balance sheet is concerned, 
they are cash flow positive, with 43.09 million 
on hand, with a messily 133k in debt- allowing
them to meet current obligations and expand 
in areas such as R&D and advertising for example.

Their income statement shows a very
interesting story, as their growth rate is
outstanding and among the best in their industry…

Sigma’s quarterly revenue growth is 111.30%, off
of $134.85 million in revenue, ranking 4th best in the
industry, which is good, but where the true explosive
power lies is in their quarterly earnings growth.  

As an investor, one of our paramount concerns
is earnings growth, as it is a key indicator into
future potential…

SIGM has the industries 2nd best, a beautiful
3,875.90% quarterly earnings growth!

Other key stats:

  EPS: 0.77

  P/E: 56.64 — with a forward P/E of 22.19.

Fundamentals

Closing price on 9/4/07

Conclusion
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MODEL PORTFOLIO
Reco  Reco  Current Price

Security Symbol Position Date Price (9/4/07) % +/-
Status

Florida Rock Industries FRK Long 10/18/2006 $39.97 $62.65 56.74% Open

Royal Caribbean Cruises RCL Long 10/18/2006 $41.21 $37.93 –8.00% Open

Del Monte Foods DLM Long 10/18/2006 $10.78 $10.77 –0.10% Open

Freeport McMoRan FCX Long 10/18/2006 $56.42 $91.05 61.37% Open

Florida East Coast FLA Closed 11/1/2006 $58.94 No longer public 42.53% Closed

SK Telecom SKM Long 12/1/2006 $25.44 $28.10 10.45% Open

Cavico Corp. CVCP.PK Hold 12/29/2006 $0.74 N/A N/A Open

Home Inns and Motels HMIN Long 12/29/2006 $38.15 $30.66 –19.70% Open

Korea Electric Power KEP Long 1/26/2007 $23.42 $22.45 –4.20% Open

Mindray Medical INT MR Long 2/15/2007 $24.96 $37.32 49.52% Open

Clearwire CLWR Long 3/8/2007 $25.00 $20.65 –17.40% Open

Direct TV DTV Long 3/19/2007 $22.35 $23.44 5% Open

eTelecare Global Solutions ETEL Long 4/12/2007 $16.78 $8.29 –50.60% Open

Companhia Vale do Rio Doce RIO Long 4/17/2007 $41.78 $51.10 22.30% Open

ID Systems IDSY Long 5/2/2007 $12.32 $11.47 –6.90% Open

Adams Repertory Therapeutics ARXT Long 5/23/2007 $41.06 $39.95 –2.80% Open

IPG Photonics Corp. IPGP Long 5/25/2007 $20.96 $18.90 –9.90% Open

MFRI Inc. MFRI Long 6/13/2007 $26.98 $24.93 –7.60% Open

AECOM Technology Corp. ACM Long 6/21/2007 $24.99 $27.00 8.04% Open

Jet Blue JBLU Long 7/24/2007 $10.97 $9.67 –11.90% Open

AVICI Systems AVCI Long 7/27/2007 $10.34 $9.96 –3.70% Open

Razer Technologies RZ Long 8/17/2007 $13.00 $15.19 16.84% Open

Halliburton HAL Long 8/23/2007 $32.60 $34.99 7.33% Open

SIGMA Designs SIGM Long 8/29/2007 $37.25 $43.72 17.37% Open

Total Gain 6.73%
*Initial price recommendation
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